
About Noki Lock
 Noki Lock, located in Waalwijk - The

Netherlands, supplies lockers and
cupboards in all conceivable dimensions,
sizes, colors, and numbers. From lockers
that must be vandalism-proof to design
lockers that fit perfectly into your
interior: Noki Lock has or makes them.
For example, the company supplies
lockers to many companies and
educational institutions so employees,
pupils, and students can always ensure
their belongings are safe during work or
class.

EasySecure is a specialist in the field of
identity management. Its scalable cloud
platform integrates and delivers access
control, time, attendance, and visitor
registration solutions. Users can choose
from wireless cylinders, door fittings,
lockers, card readers, keypads, license
plate registration, finger scans, and facial
recognition. Registration is possible via a
mobile phone, card, tag, face, finger,
license plate, and code.

About EasySecure
 

Struggles with
physical keys
Many companies work with lockers that
you must open and close with physical
keys. Physical keys can be lost or stolen.
You always have to hand over keys when
people leave employment or have new
ones made for new employees.

Do you work with many flexible
personnel, such as temporary workers or
freelancers who must be on location
regularly? Then it is difficult with
physical key management to monitor
who has access to which areas and
lockers.



Authorized employees can use the same
drop or card for various purposes. They gain
access to locations and rooms but can also
use it to open and close their lockers.

No more struggles with making,
transferring, or replacing physical locker
keys.

Locker management and access control
can be purchased as separate systems or a
complete solution.

One point of contact for your lockers,
access tokens (cards, drops), and
hardware. You don't have different systems
running side by side, saving you much time
and administrative work. 

With the integration of Noki Lock and
EasySecure, you benefit from the following:

A complete solution for
access control and all
lockers
The collaboration between Noki Lock and
EasySecure creates a convenient, clear, and safe
complete solution for access control and locker
management. EasySecure provides access control
and time registration. The EasySecure software
controls the Noki Lock lockers in the changing
rooms. You can use a card, mobile phone, drop,
face or fingerprint for access control and opening
and closing a locker.

You will find the joint solution of Noki Lock and
EasySecure, mainly in production companies, large
warehouses, and storage facilities. However, the
system is also very useful in the transport and
logistics sector and ideal for almost all companies
with a changing and flexible workforce.
 


